This paper proposes for the first time the general integral representations for domain Green’s displacement matrices in spherical system of coordinates. There is defined the notion of a generalized spherical influence element. A new theorem related to such an element is demonstrated. This theorem enables us to derive the domain influence function for the volume dilatation and for domain Green’s matrices for a wide class of mixed boundary value problems of the theory of elasticity for spherical domains. This class includes boundary value problems for bodies resting on sliding fixed supports, which do not allow any rotation. A handbook of domain Green’s displacement matrices based on this theorem may be easy generated. Most of them will be obtained in closed form that is very important for their numerical implementation. The domain Green’s matrices for unlimited elastic space and a wedge supported on its whole surface on sliding fixed supports expressed firstly in terms of elementary functions is derived as a typical examples. The integral formula for displacements, which represents an extension from the theory of harmonic potentials to the theory of elasticity potentials for the wedge, is derived.
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